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Abstract

.

A spectral domain technique is presented for the accurate determination of decimation
factors of stirrer data. The technique is based on using the ensemble autocorrelation function,
which is obtained using low-pass filtering of the power spectral density function and appli-
cation of the Wiener-Khinchine theorem. The technique yields decimation factors which
are independent of the reference position of the stirrer. The technique is considerably faster
than computation of decimation factors in the stirring domain. For sufficiently large sample
sizes, it is found that the ensemble decimation factor are slightly, but consistently lower than
the values obtained from the autocorrelation function in the stirring domain for a single
realization of the process.
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1 Introduction

The analysis of correlation of stirrer data forms an essential part in the characterization of a

reverberation chamber. The degree of correlation shown by the statistical power or the statis-
tical electric field, as measured for different stirrer positions (steps), depends on the electrical

size of the stirrer, incremental stirrer step, frequency of operation and room size (volume). The

use of an appropriate decimation (su bsampling) factor, as defined below, enables one to select a

reduced set of approximately uncorrelated, i.e. linearly independent data [3]. This then better

justifies the use of X~~ distributions functions for constituent sums of squares of independent
Gauss normal variables (p = 1,2,3), from which various statistics of interest can be calculated.

Decimation factors are in general computed from the power density autocorrelation function
(acf) of the stirrer data based on its definition:

p(TO. kilT: = (1'IEI2IEI2
2

(1' IEI2

l::~~1 { [IE( T = TO + i~T)f -(IE( T)f)] [IE( T = TO + (k + i)~T)f -(IE( T)r)]}

l::~~1 [IE(T= TO + iAT)j2 -(IE(T)12)]2

(1)

for stirrer step size ~ T , stirrer reference position TO and where the data vector of length M has

been periodically continued, i.e. E(To+(M +i)~T) = E( TO+ i~T) with k, i = 0,1,..., (M-1).

The smallest integer value of k for which Ip(TO + k~T)1 ~ PO with PO ~ lie ~ 0.368 is then

defined as the decimation factor, denoted as m. A set of N = l M 1m J approximately uncorre-

lated data points can then be obtained as the subsampled set IE(T)I = IE(To + m( i~T»1 with

i=0,1,2,..., L(M-1)/mJ.

A few comments are in order. Firstly, in the statistical analysis it may be advantageous to

use noninteger values for m, i.e. for which the strict equality p( TO + m~ T) = Po holds. This en-

ables field statistics such as mean, standard deviation and confidence intervals to be determined
more accurately by using a more accurate value of N = lM/mJ. Secondly, the choice of the

value 1/ e for Po does not have a rigorous justification and requires further study. Nevertheless, it

is widely used and appears to yield statistics that are in good agreement with measured values,

i.e. yielding a reasonably accurate value for the equivalent N. [4]. Other values for Po (e.g.

0.1,0, ...) have been suggested. In any case, the correction proposed in the following analysis
applies equally well to other choices, with the exceptionl of Po = 0 which would yield m = 00.

1 Essentially this is because the method makes use of the Wiener-Khinchine relation between the acf and power

spectral density (psdf), resulting in an acf that is always strictly positive after inverse Fourier transformation,
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Generally, the smaller the chosen value of Po the larger the correction will be, because of the

asymptotic behaviour of the ensemble acf.

The acf for the field magnitude can be defined in a similar way to (1) as:

p'(TO, k~T) = O'IEIIEI
~

O'IEI

E~;;l {[IE(T = TO + i~T)I- (IE(T)I)][IE( T = TO + (k + i)~T)I- (IE( T)I)]}= (2)L:;;-l [lE(T = TO + i~T)I- (IE(T)I}f

Generally, p' yields decimation factors very similar to those for p. The acf for the (complex)
field E follows from its generalized definition:

O"EE'
p"(TO, k~T: =

O'E O'E'

l:::~~1 {[E( T = TO + i~T) -(E( T)}] [E'( T = TO + (k + i)~T) -(E.(T)}])
(3)=

L..,;~;;iiE(T = TO + iAT) -{E(T»f JL~;;l [E.(T = TO + (k+~T) -{E.(T»f

which is real and, unlike the previous definitions for the acf, positive for all T

2 Ensemble autocorrelation function

The acf p( T) is itself a random process with its own distribution function and, therefore, subject

to statistical variations upon realization of the process. To eliminate these variations, one may

collect a large number of samples of stirrer data, through multiple realizations of the experiment,

after which the mean and standard deviation of the acffollow. A more economical way to obtain

the ensemble acf makes use of a Fourier transform pair, which can be constructed on the basis

of the Wiener-Khinchine theorem (see e.g. [2]):

= 100g(f.JJ)exp(jf.JJT)df.JJ (4)p(r)

where T and"" constitute a pair of Fourier variables in the stirrer and spectral stirrer domajn,

respectively. We shall further denote the latter by the 'spectral domajn' for short. The one-sided

power spectral density function (psdf) for the stirrer data, g( ",,), is itself obtajned after a Fourier

transformation (or equivalently, since g( "") is real and positive, a Fourier cosine transformation)

of the stirrer data. Typically, g( "") shows random ( noise-like) fluctuations around an, on average,

and which may be considered as an envelope to the absolute value of the true acf for a particular realization, i.e.

as obtained by its definition Eqn (1).
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exponential decay. These fl~ctuations are a result of the realization itself and cannot be reduced

by e.g. increasing the sample size [1, Sec. 6.1]. By low-pass filtering g(LI.l) prior to applying

Eqn (4) one uses the ensemble psdf to obtain the ensemble acf. Other smoothing procedures
for the sample spectrum to estimate the ensemble spectrum exist (Bartlet smoothing procedure

for subseries, Blackman-Tukey spectral filtering, Bartlett window, Parzen window, ...[1, Sec.

6.3]), but all show a typicl icompromise between variance and bias

This spectral technique not only avoids the need for multiple realizations for the experiment,
but also obviates the need for calculation of the acffrom its definition, Eqn (1), which becomes

very time consuming for large sample sizes.

The specification of the filter for the power transfer function is a compromise between retain-

ing sufficient spectral information (requiring high order of the filter) and eliminating statistical

fluctuations (requiring low order of the filter). If one restricts the filter to be of 1st order,
which is justifiable given thr measured spectral psdf and characterization as a 1st order spectral

autoregressive process [4], i~e.:

g((;.) = exp(fJ(;.) (5)

then inverse Fourier transformation results in a simple ad, viz.

(6)

from which the decimatio~ factor m, defined by the correlation length Tm = m~T for which
p( Tm) = Po = 1/ e, follows as

(7)

In general, m and thus T m can be estimated using interpolation for the discretized acf. If more

complex (higher-order) mofiels for the filtered g( (A)) are permitted, then the inversion can be
performed numerically. I

3 Numerical results

We used stirrer data collected with a 3-axis electric field probe (Schmidt & Partner ER3DV 4R

(SN :1228» in the NP L untuned stadium reverberation chamber. The chamber was operated at

8.2GHz using mechanical wall stirring, previously shown to yield a properly stirred statistical
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field at this frequency [4]. The chamber was excited by a CW signal with nominal input power

Pin. For each field component IE()I (a = x, y,z and t(otal», a maximum of 1200 sample points
is taken.

Figure 1 shows the stirrer data lEal as recorded at an arbitrary position inside the cavity.

The measured data was then normalized as IEal2j Pin. We applied a spectral filter of 5th order

to the psdfs, i.e. after filtering 9a( f.;.)) rv exp[~r=o l3aif.;.)i]. The psdfs, before and after filtering,

are shown in Fig 2. The corresponding acfs for M = 1200 are shown in Fig 3, yielding the

decimation factors ma = p;;l(lje).

The solid lines in Fig 4 show the decimation factors mcx for the energy densities IEcxl2 as a

function of the sample size M. These apply to subvectors obtained by taking the first M data

points from the complete 1200-point data vectors. Hence for each M all correlations were com-

puted with respect to the same reference stirrer position TO. It was found that M > 50 is required

to yield 'stable' values for mcx. With the exception of mx, all mcx show variations within about

0.25 from the ensemble averaged value, i.e. mcx(M) = (mcx) :f: 0.25. The values for mx show a

marked increase around M = 550, indicating an increased correlation for the stirrer positions

for. which M > 550 for IEx[. The dependencies mcx(M) are generally relatively smooth, because

they result from a single realization, i.e. they are deterministic.

The dotted lines show the ma obtained after spectral filtering of the psdf. The dependen-

cies ma( M) now show larger uncertainties because they apply to the ensemble of correlation

functions rather than a single realization, i.e. they are statistics, and because of the gradually

increasing size of the truncating spectral window. They are a result of jitter of the psdf, caused

by decreasing the uncertainty of the psdf (through interpolation) at the expense of bias in its

estimation [1]. Overall, however, the averaged ensemble decimation factors show less variation

across the range for M than ma for a single realization (compare e.g. a moving local average of

mx(M) or mt(M) for these functions with the dotted lines). No differences were found between

linear and cubic spline interpolation used to estimate ma.

In summary, for arbitrary M the mQ obtained for the single realization are good estimates

for the ensemble averaged values. However, the former yield a small but consistent overestima-

tion of typically 0.5. The ensemble method should be avoided for relatively small sample sizes

(M < 200), because the limited number of points in the FFT-IFFT then yields lower accuracies.
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4 Conclusion

A spectral method has been proposed for detennination pf the decimation factor of the ensemble

of autocorrelation functions and applied to stirrer data obtained in the NPL untuned stadium

reverberation chamber using a 3-axis electric field probe. This FFT-IFFT technique yields ac-
curate values for the decimation factor which are independent of the starting position of the

stirrer, and is also considerably faster than computation of decimation factors in the stirring
domain. For large sample ~izes, it is found that the thus obtained decimation factor is slightly,

,

but consistently lower thani the values obtained from the autocorrelation function in the stirring

domain for a single realiza~ion of the process.

The FFT-IFFT technique can also be used to advantage for obtaining estimates for other en-

semble averages in cases where the spectral, i.e. Fourier transformed random process decreases

exponentially with spatial frequency, so that low-pass spectral filtering minimally affects the
ensemble stirrer data characteristics.
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